In this paper I discuss weaknesses in the traditional LFG account of complex predicates and in the XLE implementation of the same. I argue that the concept of predicate composition in general, and the mechanisms required to achieve it, are problematic, but that the most problematic element is the concept of argument fusion. I show that a semantically-integrated account of complex predicate formation is possible within LFG+glue, an account which provides a simple and effective formalization of argument fusion, and which does not suffer from the weaknesses of traditional approaches.
predicate functions as if it were a single lexical element, but its formation within the syntax belies this. In this paper I discuss a number of approaches to complex predicate formation within the strict lexicalist theory of Lexical Functional Grammar (LFG; Kaplan and Bresnan 1982; Bresnan 2001; Falk 2001) , and show that all suffer from theoretical, and in some cases even empirical, weaknesses. I then present an analysis within LFG augmented with glue semantics (LFG+glue; e.g. Dalrymple 2001; Asudeh 2012) , which overcomes the weaknesses in previous approaches and even has the potential to account for data which is problematic for previous accounts.
Early work on complex predication within LFG proposed either a multiclausal syntactic analysis similar to raising (e.g. Ishikawa 1985) , or an essentially lexical analysis, whereby complex predicates are formed from their constituent parts inside the lexicon (e.g. Kaplan and Wedekind 1993; Webelhuth 1996, 1998) . However, authors such as Mohanan (1994) , Butt (1995) and Alsina (1996) demonstrated beyond reasonable doubt that some languages attest complex predicates which are syntactically monoclausal, yet must be analysed as formed in the syntax. From an LFG perspective, the challenge in modelling such a phenomenon lies in the process of predicate formation, in particular in the merger of distinct semantic forms, since semantic forms are in principle not manipulable in syntax, and in the fusion and linking of the arguments of merged predicates. Since the early work of Butt (1995) and Alsina (1996) , there has been a wealth of research on complex predicate formation as a syntactic phenomenon within LFG, in particular by Miriam Butt and her colleagues.
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Two main formal approaches have developed: one that now might reasonably be called the 'traditional' LFG approach, which seeks to integrate the analysis of complex predicates with work on argument structure and 'linking theory', and a somewhat different approach which is utilized in the computational implementation of LFG, XLE (Crouch et al. 2011) . Relatively little work has been done, however, on how semantics interacts with the syntax and argument structure of complex predicate formation; the exceptions are Kaplan and Wedekind (1993) , Dal-rymple et al. (1993a) , Andrews and Manning (1999) , Andrews (2007) , and Homola and Coler (2013) .
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In particular, there exists no account of complex predicates within standard architectural assumptions and in the current standard 'new' glue format. Recent work in LFG+glue, e.g. by Asudeh and Giorgolo (2012) , has shown that glue semantics is able to do a lot of the work traditionally attributed to argument structure; one aim of this paper is to show that this holds also for complex predication.
In the next section I show that neither of the main approaches to complex predicate formation in LFG provides an entirely satisfactory analysis of predicate composition or argument merger. In §3 I argue that a semantically integrated account is more satisfactory; in §4 I show that my proposal can not only deal with some of the most complex phenomena that previous accounts can, but that it even has the potential to deal with phenomena that are problematic for previous accounts. In §5 my proposal is compared with previous proposals for a semantic account of complex predicates in LFG. In §6 I draw my conclusions.
the standard accounts
As mentioned in the previous section, there are two approaches that might be considered the standard approaches to complex predicates in LFG. This is not to say that there are two competing approaches, or that it is a case of some authors advocating one approach over the other. Rather, the two approaches are used in different contexts, even by the same authors. For example, Butt (2014) provides one of the most elegant and fully formulated accounts of what I will refer to as the 'linking' approach, which builds on much of her previous work, but at the same time Butt has been at the forefront of developing 3 Current work in XLE does not attempt to integrate glue semantics, or any theory of the syntax-semantics interface, into the implementation. Functional means of dealing with semantic representations are available, by means of the f-structure LEX-SEM feature or by means of f-structure rewriting (Crouch and King 2006) , but these permit no active role for semantics in the grammar. The absence of a semantically integrated account of complex predicates within XLE does not therefore have anything specifically to do with complex predicates but is merely a feature of the XLE implementation at the present time.
[ 415 ] the XLE treatment of complex predicates within the context of the Urdu PARGRAM grammar (Butt et al. 1999 (Butt et al. , 2002 Butt and King 2007; Sulger et al. 2013) .
The very fact that the computational implementation of LFG does not include a full formalization of the linking approach raises something of a question mark over both approaches, in particular over the lack of formalization of the linking approach, and over the analytical accuracy of the XLE approach.
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In this section both approaches are described, focusing initially on those aspects that both approaches share, and then drawing out the ways in which they differ. The description of the linking theory approach is based on the recent account of Butt (2014) .
The phenomenon in question is exemplified in (1) and (2):
5
(1) shows a simple transitive sentence in Urdu with the verb likh 'write', while (2) shows a sentence involving a complex predicate formed of the verb likh 'write' and the 'permissive' light verb de.
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(1)
saddaf-ne Saddaf-erg ciṭṭhii note.nom.f.sg likh-ii write-perf.f.sg 'Saddaf wrote a note.' (Urdu) (2) anjum-ne Anjum-erg saddaf-ko Saddaf-dat ciṭṭhii note.nom.f.sg likh-ne write-inf.obl d-ii let-perf.f.sg 'Anjum let Saddaf write a note.' (Urdu) As Butt and other authors have demonstrated, Urdu complex predicates such as that in (2) are monoclausal at f-structure but consist of two predicating elements, each with their own argument structures. Light verbs can combine productively and recursively with most verbal, and many nominal, forms, such that their combination must be treated syntactically, not lexically.
Under the linking approach to complex predicates, the lexical entry for the verb likh 'write' is assumed to contain the semantic form specification in (3), while the lexical entry for the light verb de 'let' is assumed to contain the semantic form specification in (4). In these semantic forms, the verb forms concerned subcategorize for arguments which are defined by reference to the semantic role of the argument and by reference to one of the features ±o or ±r, which constrain the mapping between semantic roles and grammatical functions according to the principles of Mapping Theory (Bresnan and Kanerva 1989) . The specifics of the argument structure model assumed, and the details of Mapping Theory, are not important for the present purposes; the representations of Butt (2014) are adopted here, but e.g. all the semantic forms and argument structure representations presented in this paper could easily be rewritten in the model of Kibort (2001 Kibort ( , 2004 Kibort ( , 2006 Kibort ( , 2007 Kibort ( , 2008 , and no significant differences would result.
What is important is that these semantic forms must fuse in the formation of the f-structure, with the semantic form of the lexical verb supplying the value of the %pred variable in the argument structure of the light verb. This process of fusion is discussed in more detail in the rest of this section; at this point it suffices to say that the selected semantic roles are associated with grammatical functions, and that a single predicate, with a single subcategorization frame, results. This can be seen in the pred value in (5), which shows the resulting f-structure for the clause in (2).
The first theoretical weakness of the linking theory approach, a feature shared with the XLE approach, is in the mechanism of predicate fusion. A fundamental assumption of early lexicalist syntax was the principle of Direct Syntactic Encoding, i.e. the principle that lexical properties such as argument structure should not be manipulable in the syntax. This plays out in LFG in the fact that, at least originally, semantic forms are not manipulable in the syntax. As clearly demonstrated by Mohanan (1994) , Butt (1995) and Alsina (1996) , however, complex predicates require a syntactic explanation, and in this respect, at least, the principle of Direct Syntactic Encoding cannot be maintained. Under the linking and XLE approaches to complex predication an exception to the non-manipulability of semantic forms must be made, since there is no other way for predicates to compose, and the variable %pred utilized in the semantic forms for light verbs (as in (4)) was adopted as a means of manipulating semantic forms outside the lexicon. The variable %pred is therefore an augmentation of the original LFG system which, though apparently necessary, significantly increases its power, and is required purely to account for complex predicates. If %pred, and manipulable semantic forms in general, could be eliminated, this would be theoretically advantageous in restricting the power of the LFG formalism and reducing the number of construction-specific devices required.
A further problem with predicate fusion is the mechanism required to actually get the information supplied by the embedded semantic form inside the semantic form of the light verb, i.e. precisely how a semantic form such as that in (6) gets instantiated as (7).
Most recent discussions of complex predication that are based within the linking approach brush over the explicit formalization of this process. In early work, Butt (1995) and Alsina (1996 Alsina ( , 1997 do provide formalized accounts of the process. Butt's (1995) account ne-7 An instantiation as in (7) is usually represented in an f-structure in resolved form, that is with a single 'fused' predicate with a single subcategorization frame, and with subcategorization for semantic roles replaced by subcategorization for grammatical functions, as shown in (5).
[ 418 ] cessitates assuming a distinction between two types of semantic form, one type (found with light verbs) which is incomplete on its own and requires that it be unified with a standard, complete, semantic form. In addition, the usual ↑ = ↓ f-description must be reinterpreted such that it licenses the composition of semantic forms where necessary. Alsina's (1997) proposal is similar, except that the alternative interpretation of ↑ = ↓ is associated with a new function ↑ = H ↓, and the precise formulation of the composition is stated in somewhat different terms. Both accounts involve augmentations of the standard LFG model, thereby increasing its power and, as argued by Andrews and Manning (1999) , the proposals are either under-formalized in certain respects, or else there are difficulties with the formalizations involved. In any case, neither proposal appears to have been widely adopted, at least explicitly, in recent work within the linking approach.
Besides these early proposals, the only remaining available formalization is that proposed by Butt et al. (2003) for XLE, and in the following I assume that this formalization holds also for the linking approach.
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For the XLE approach, it is necessary to assume that semantic forms can be decomposed into their constituent parts. In particular, the feature arg x can be used to refer to argument positions inside the pred feature. That is, for example, the constituent parts of the semantic form in (6) can be referred to by the schema:
such that for any f-structure for which (6) provides the pred, the %pred variable can be referred to by the path pred arg 3 . Then, via a phrase structure rule such as that in (9), the pred of a lexical verb can be identified with the %pred slot in the pred value of a light verb.
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8 Butt et al. (2010) discuss the following details, in particular the use of the restriction operator, as specifically part of the XLE approach to complex predicates and not as part of the linking approach. However, as stated, no standard formalization exists for the linking approach (Butt et al. make no mention of what they assume) such that, to the extent that one wants to be able to formalize predicate fusion in the linking approach, one is essentially constrained to make use of the XLE mechanisms.
9 This rule has been simplified for the purposes of exposition; a more detailed version is given in (11).
This works, but it suffers from the same problem that we have seen already with regard to the %pred variable: the arg x feature is required specifically to account for predicate composition, and its purpose is to enable the manipulation of an otherwise non-manipulable element of f-structure, the semantic form.
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Furthermore, this analysis must make use of the restriction operator \, as seen in (9). The restriction operator was introduced by Kaplan and Wedekind (1993) , who provide the following definition:
(10) If f is an f-structure and a is an attribute:
Informally, the f-structure f \a is identical to the f-structure that results from removing the attribute a from the f-structure f . This operation is a fundamental part of both the linking theory and XLE analyses of complex predication, since they seek to represent the fact that both lexical and light verb elements are co-heads of the clausal f-structure, even though some attributes of the clausal f-structure have different values from those required by the lexical verb. One of these attributes is pred, as seen in (9): the pred of the lexical verb's f-structure serves as an argument inside the pred of the light verb (and thereby the clause), so the two are necessarily not the same. In the simplified phrase-structure rule given in (9), only one restriction is stated, but full treatments require considerable use of restriction. For example, Butt et al. (2003, 99) provide the following rule for complex predication in Urdu (explicitly for the XLE approach):
Restriction is a well-defined set-theoretic operation, and is not in principle to be avoided. Bresnan apud Butt et al. (2010, 253) questions the use of the restriction operator on theoretical grounds, since it potentially endangers the Principle of Direct Syntactic Encoding by permitting grammatical functions to be changed in the syntax; this is really the same problem we have seen already with the other aspects of the formalization of predicate composition. A more specific problem is that it may cause inside-out functional uncertainty to fail (Andrews 2001, and p.c.) .
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In any case, an analysis that can dispense with restriction is perhaps to be preferred over one that cannot do so purely on grounds of simplicity.
In fact, the use of restriction has some not entirely desirable consequences. The intuition behind the use of the restriction operator here is, as mentioned, that both the lexical verb and the light verb are coheads of the clausal f-structure. This is a key part of the important observation that such complex predicates are monoclausal at f-structure. Nevertheless, while equations of the type ↓ \pred = ↑ \pred do in some sense permit the lexical verb to function as a co-head, they also specify the existence of a separate f-structure, of which the lexical verb alone is the head. That is, e.g., for the sentence in (2), alongside the f-structure in (5) there must also exist that in (12), which represents the f-structure for the lexical verb alone. et al. (2003, 101) refer to the full clausal f-structure of a complex predicate, such as that in (5), as representing "the final analysis", implying that the separate f-structure for the lexical verb is somehow preliminary and not independently part of the final analysis. However, by the phrase-structure rules and f-descriptions that specify both clausal and lexical verb f-structures, there is no sense in which one f-structure is in any sense subordinate to, or subsumed or rendered superfluous by, the other. Both exist, side by side, sharing all features not restricted out, but potentially differing in respect of the restricted features. This means that, although it is a fundamental assumption of the linking and XLE approaches to complex predicates that the lexical verb -light verb complex is monoclausal at f-structure, the only widely utilized and fully formalized analysis of this in LFG requires that there are in fact two f-structures (contrary to the original analyses of Butt 1995 and Alsina 1996 . It is worth remarking that the only real value of the restriction operator here is to permit these two f-structures to exist side by side, rather than one embedded inside the other. That is, if one were prepared to permit the f-structure for the lexical verb to be embedded inside the f-structure for the clause, it would in principle be possible to do away with the restriction operator. For example, a phrase-structure rule such as that in (13) would produce an f-structure such as (14) for the sentence in (2).
The similarity with a raising analysis of complex predication is obvious. But, as stated, the fundamental assumption of these approaches is that a raising-like analysis involving a multiclausal f-structure is not appropriate, since there is very good evidence for monoclausality.
However, as long as the lexical verb's f-structure is not directly subcategorized for by the light verb (hence the use of the ad hoc ep in (14), standing for 'embedded predicate', rather than e.g. comp), and as long as all the arguments of the complex predicate appear in the clausal f-structure by virtue of the identification of the lexical verb's pred with an argument of the light verb's pred, it could be argued that the evidence for monoclausality does not in principle exclude the embedding of an f-structure for the lexical verb inside the clausal f-structure. That is, if the outer f-structure in (5) is f, the outer f-structure in (14) is g, and the attribute ep is e, then f = g\e, and any evidence for monoclausality can be explained by reference to g\e just as easily as it can by reference specifically to f. In other words, if the lexical verb must head its own f-structure, it does not really matter whether this f-structure appears inside the clausal f-structure, as in (14), or alongside it, as the linking/XLE analyses assume. Details aside, embedding is essentially the approach taken by Andrews and Manning (1999) , whose proposals involve the embedded predicate appearing as the value of an f-structure feature arg.
Given the evidence for monoclausality, it would be preferable if the analysis could eliminate the need for a separate f-structure headed by the lexical verb altogether. As discussed, the f-structure for the lexical verb in a complex predicate is not treated as part of the "final analysis". The assumption of such an f-structure is, in terms of the syntax, at least, little more than a technical necessity for the linking/XLE approaches to be able to account for predicate composition. On the other hand, there may be semantic difficulties with assuming only a single f-structure. This is discussed in more detail in §4, but at this point one may draw the conclusion that if multiple f-structures are necessary, there seems to be little gained by using restriction when all it achieves is disconnecting those f-structures from one another.
Thus far, I have avoided detailed discussion of the arguments of complex predicates. Beside the process of predicate, and f-structure, composition, this is the second major question mark over the linking/XLE analyses of complex predication in LFG. It is also apparently the most problematic, since while there do exist formal accounts of predicate composition within LFG (however problematic), there exists no comparable formalization of argument fusion. Although it is an aim of this paper to provide a general treatment of complex predicates, the [ 423 ] primary aim is to show that the hitherto unformalized process of argument fusion receives a formally elegant account when treated within LFG+glue.
The issue is how in (7), for example, the agent argument of the lexical verb likh 'write' is fused with the goal argument of the light verb, such that only the single resulting fused argument undergoes mapping to a grammatical function (i.e. with the result that there are only three arguments of the complex predicate 'let-write', rather than four; cf. (2) and (5)). At this point, the linking and XLE approaches go their separate ways. As for the linking approach, there has been considerable work on the argument structure relations involved, and how the arguments resulting from the fusion of two predicates map correctly to their respective grammatical functions. Generalizations have also been stated on which arguments may fuse: e.g. Butt (1995 Butt ( , 1998 proposes that the lowest matrix argument must be identified with the highest embedded argument. In terms of the actual process of argument fusion, however, I am aware of no explicit account within the linking approach, even in the most recent work by Butt (e.g. 2014) . As for XLE, argument fusion is simply avoided.
In (1), saddaf-ne is the agent and the subject (or [−o] argument in linking theory terms). However, in (2), the equivalent argument is still the agent of the event of writing, but it now surfaces as obj goal in the f-structure. That is, the argument structures for the predicates of the two examples are respectively:
The problem is how the agent of the lexical verb is fused with the goal argument of the light verb, resulting in an argument that maps to obj θ . In the case in question the fused argument adopts the properties of the light verb's argument: it adopts the [+o] of the light verb's [ 424 ] goal argument, and not the [−o] of the lexical verb's agent, meaning that it can map to an object function (here obj θ ). As stated, in linking approaches to complex predication, there is no explicit account of how this happens, even though it is a fundamental element of the approach.
That the argument fusion assumed in the linking approach is a badly underformalized notion is evident from the fact that, as mentioned, the XLE approach is rather different. In XLE there is no such thing as argument fusion. While linking accounts of complex predication consistently assume that a light verb such as Urdu de 'let' (and similar light verbs, such as causatives) is a three-place predicate, subcategorizing for two thematic arguments (for de an agent and a goal) and one predicate argument, in XLE such light verbs are two-place, subcategorizing for only one thematic argument and one predicate argument. For example, in XLE the lexical entry for Urdu permissive de will include the following (Butt et al. 2003, 99) :
Since the light verb here introduces only one thematic argument, for a complex predicate such as 'let-write' there is no need for argument fusion, since only three thematic arguments are introduced by the separate verbs: one by the light verb, two by the lexical verb. All that is needed is for the grammatical function of the lexical verb's subj to be changed as appropriate when it appears in the clausal f-structure; this is achieved by f-descriptions such as (↑ obj goal ) = (↓ subj), as seen in (11).
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That this is very different from the linking approach to complex predicates is noted by Butt and King (2006) , who point out that the XLE approach is closer to some Minimalist analyses of complex predication.
A further feature of both the linking and XLE approaches to complex predication is that neither involves an explicit account of the se-13 It is a further weakness of the XLE approach that this f-description has to appear as an annotation in the phrase-structure rule under the lexical verb's V, rather than under the light verb's V. In principle, one would expect the specification to be associated with the light verb; indeed, the grammatical function of the argument depends on the light verb, since while e.g. Urdu de 'let' requires the lexical verb's SUBJ to appear as OBJ θ , another light verb might require it to appear as an OBL θ . mantic aspect.
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In the following section, I develop an alternative approach to complex predication, which makes use of glue semantics not only to provide a proper semantic analysis of complex predication, but also to overcome the weaknesses of the linking/XLE approaches.
3
proposal It has long been recognized that the resource sensitivity of glue semantics has the potential to capture a number of constraints that must otherwise be dealt with at other levels of structure.
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In particular, the resource sensitivity of glue means that the principles of completeness and coherence, traditionally treated as well-formedness constraints on f-structure, are captured at the level of semantics, rendering them superfluous as f-structure constraints. This means the subcategorization frame traditionally assumed as part of an f-structure pred feature is unnecessary: subcategorization can be dealt with almost entirely within the semantics (Kuhn 2001; Asudeh 2004 Asudeh , 2012 Asudeh and Giorgolo 2012) .
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Therefore, the subcategorization requirements of a complex predicate, and the process of argument fusion, however understood, can be dealt with in the semantic representation. This permits an immediate simplification of the syntactic representation: it is no longer necessary to assume predicate composition in the f-structure, since the purpose of predicate composition is essentially to enable the combination of the subcategorization requirements of both the lexical verb and the light verb in the same pred feature. At a stroke, manipulable pred features, the %pred variable, and the restriction operator are all rendered unnecessary. So in place of the phrase structure rule in (9), it is sufficient for the present purposes to assume the phrase structure rule in (18) for complex predicates in Urdu.
The earliest recognition of this may be by Kaplan apud Dalrymple et al. (1993a, 14) ; see also Kuhn (2001) and Andrews (2008) .
16 Non-semantic arguments cannot be dealt with in the semantics, but they can still be handled without recourse to subcategorization in semantic forms. [ 426 ] That is, the lexical verb and light verb are genuine co-heads, reflecting the original intuition regarding the construction. Under this analysis, if we wish to avoid the difficulties of predicate composition, only one verb can supply a pred value. Since complex predicates can be recursively embedded under light verbs to form new predicates, the pred must be supplied by the lexical verb. Light verbs may then contribute only features.
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For example, rather than the f-structure in (5), I assume for the present an f-structure as in (19), based on lexical specifications as in (20) and (21).
The point is that once subcategorization is removed from semantic forms, and given that the existence of a separate semantic representation eliminates any requirement for semantic forms to reflect semantic content, a light verb need contribute no more than (and perhaps not even as much as) an f-structure feature specifying permission, or 17 In fact, they need not even contribute features, if there are no syntactic operations that would require reference to such features. In the analysis proposed here it is assumed that Urdu light verbs do contribute features, but this is assumed largely to make the f-structure representations clearer, and I make no firm claims as to whether such features are strictly necessary.
18 The PRED value and subcategorized grammatical functions are not the only features that necessarily show different values for the lexical and light verb. In (11), for example, one of the features restricted out is VTYPE, since the light verb is finite and the lexical verb an infinitive. The solution for any such feature will depend on the function that it has in the wider grammar, but none should be impossible to deal with. In the case of VTYPE, for example, it would be possible to deal with this at 'morphological structure' (Butt et al. 1996 (Butt et al. , 1999 , i.e. in just the same way as monoclausal auxiliary sequences in English. causation, etc.: it no longer needs to contribute anything to the clausal pred itself.
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This observation is not, in fact, new. Dalrymple et al. (1993a) point out that:
If the only remaining function of the pred is to ensure predicate uniqueness, it would do as well to assume that the pred value for a sentence with a complex predicate is contributed by the main verb…, and that the function of [a light verb such as] let is to modify the argument structure but not to contribute to or change the pred value of the construction. Dalrymple et al. (1993a) still assume complex pred features of the form 'permit〈write〉', but they make no claims as to how they would be formed, and they assume such features perhaps only for the sake of greater consistency with existing accounts. Nevertheless, Dalrymple et al.'s important insight has been essentially ignored in work in both the linking and XLE approaches (presumably because these approaches tend to lack an explicit semantic angle), and it is well worth re-emphasizing.
At least superficially, the problematic concept of 'argument fusion' is more difficult to address, and it is here that the value of a glue-based approach becomes apparent. The problem essentially boils down to the question of how arguments are recategorized when they appear inside a complex predicate. Assuming that subcategorization is not dealt with in the f-structure, but only in the semantics, let us consider how a very simple glue semantic account might fare. A standard glue treatment of verbal meaning might assume the following meaning constructor for likh 'write' (assuming a very simple event semantics, making use of an event variable but ignoring temporal variables usually assumed in more elaborate treatments of event semantics in glue, e.g. Fry 2005 , Haug 2008 , Lowe 2015 :
Meaning constructors such as this render subcategorization in the f-structure, and thereby also completeness and coherence as f-structure well-formedness constraints, superfluous, since the glue expression ensures that only a subj and an obj, and no other feature, can and must appear as governable grammatical functions in the f-structure headed by the verb, else an incoherent semantics would result. But what this meaning constructor also does is effectively tie the agent of the event of writing to the grammatical function subj, and the theme of the event of writing to the grammatical function obj. This is fine for the simplex verb, but when embedded under a complex predicate the subj should not be the agent of the event of writing: it will either have no thematic relation to the event of writing, or a relation of 'permitter', depending on how we choose to model the semantics of the light verb. Asudeh and Giorgolo (2012) and Asudeh et al. (2014) , in their glue-based approach to argument structure and valency alternations, propose meaning constructors of slightly different form from the sort in (22), but the basic problem is the same. In their approach, fstructural grammatical functions such as subj and obj are linked with s-structure features labelled arg 1 , arg 2 , etc., via f-descriptions in the lexical entries of verbs.
Nevertheless, from the current perspective, it remains the case that e.g. arg 1 in the meaning constructor in (23) is tied to the agent of the act of writing ( y on the meaning side), and by the equation (↑ subj) σ = (↑ σ arg 1 ) this is tied to the grammatical function subj.
The problem remains also in Findlay's (2014) fusion of Asudeh and Giorgolo's (2012) proposals with Kibort's (2001; 2006; model of argument structure (briefly detailed in Asudeh et al. 2014, 75-77) , even though Findlay's model provides for greater flexibility in the association between grammatical functions and s-structure arg x features. In Findlay's model, the equation (↑ subj) σ = (↑ σ arg 1 ) in (23) would be replaced by the following equation (adopting the notation of Asudeh et al. 2014, 76 and omitting the use of templates):
This in principle permits the s-structure feature arg 1 , and thereby the agent of the event of writing, to be associated with either the grammatical function subj, or obl θ (e.g. in the passive), or indeed with no grammatical function (if, for example, the agent were unrealized syntactically). But the possibilities of complex predicates go beyond what is generally admitted for argument structure alternations in this (or any) argument structure model, at least with respect to simplex predicates. In the case of the complex predicate in (2), for example, the agent of the event of writing must be associated with the grammatical function obj θ , which is not possible in the Findlay/Asudeh et al. model. 21 Whichever approach one takes to the representation of the meaning of predicates (e.g. whether along the lines of (22) or (23)), the solution to the problem at hand is in fact readily available in the glue system, and relatively simple to implement. The present exposition adopts the model of Asudeh and Giorgolo (2012) .
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Findlay's (2014) augmentations of Asudeh and Giorgolo's model are not crucial to the point at hand, so they are not utilized in this section, in order to simplify the discussion.
There is no need to change any of the basic assumptions regarding ordinary verbs like 'write'. That is, the lexical entry for 'write' will include the information in (23), just as under the proposals of Asudeh and Giorgolo (2012) . As stated, the information in this lexical entry means that the f-structure subj of a clause headed by 'write' will be associated with the arg 1 feature at s-structure, and thereby with the agent of the writing event in the meaning representation. Now let us assume that the Urdu light verb de 'let' has a lexical entry such as the following:
λP.λ y.λx.λe.let (x, y, P( y, e) ) :
Consider first only the f-descriptions in the third and fourth lines and the first meaning constructor. According to the f-descriptions, the light verb requires that the f-structure for its clause contain both a subj and an obj θ argument, associated with the s-structure features arg 1 and arg 3 respectively. This essentially corresponds to the subcategorization for [−o] agent and [+r] goal argu-ments in (4) (merely with the argument structure mapping process resolved for the example under discussion). When combined with an ordinary transitive (or indeed intransitive) verb the specification (↑ subj) σ = (↑ σ arg 1 ) merely replicates that of the lexical verb, but the specification (↑ obj θ ) σ = (↑ σ arg 3 ) specification is new. The first meaning constructor also introduces a new entity variable into the meaning representation, referring to the permitter. By default, one would expect that if a word introduces a new grammatical function, and also introduces a new variable in the semantics corresponding to a grammatical function, then the meaning constructor introducing that variable will link it with the grammatical function via the semantic structure referred to in the corresponding glue term. This is what the first meaning constructor does: it associates the obj θ , via arg 3 , with the 'permitter' role, and leaves the subj function associated, via arg 1 with an argument of the embedded predicate. That is, if we combine the meaning of 'write' from (23) with the first meaning constructor in (25), we get:
This may be what by default we should expect, but as it is, it does not work: the subject of the complex predicate should be the permitter, not the agent of the event permitted, and the obj θ should be the agent of the event permitted, not the permitter. That is, the glue term (↑ σ arg 1 ) in (26) is linked with y, the agent of the event of writing, while the term (↑ σ arg 3 ) in (26) is associated with x, the 'permitter'. But since arg 1 is linked with subj, and arg 3 with obj θ , this means that, given the sentence in (2), with f-structure as in (19)=(27), Saddaf would be the permitter and Anjum the writer.
This is where the second meaning constructor comes in. This makes no contribution to the meaning: it has an identity function on the meaning side. On the glue side, however, it takes an ordered set of glue premises and returns the same set in a different order. This reordering functions to effectively swap the associations between the glue terms (↑ σ arg 1 ) and (↑ σ arg 3 ) and the entity variables in the meaning representation, such that (↑ σ arg 1 ) is now linked with x, and (↑ σ arg 3 ) with y. arg 1 is still linked with subj, and arg 3 with obj θ , since these specifications cannot be changed, once made (in some sense, therefore, preserving the principle of Direct Syntactic Encoding). But we now have the correct associations between grammatical functions and thematic roles: subj is linked to the permitter, and obj θ to the writer. That is, if we compose the meaning constructor in (26) with the second meaning constructor in (25), the result is as shown in (28).
The meaning constructor in (28) differs from that in (26) only in that the glue terms (↑ σ arg 1 ) and (↑ σ arg 3 ) are reordered. Crucially, this means that (↑ σ arg 1 ) is now associated with x on the meaning side, and (↑ σ arg 3 ) with y, rather than the other way around. x represents the 'permitter'; by the f-descriptions in the lexical entries for both 'write' and 'let', (↑ σ arg 1 ) is projected from (↑ subj); therefore, the subj is now associated with the 'permitter', as it should be. Likewise, (↑ σ arg 3 ) is projected from (↑ obj θ ), so this is associated with y, the agent of 'write'.
In this exposition I have treated the light verb 'let' as introducing two separate meaning constructors, but I do this purely for expository purposes: it is of course simpler to treat them as a single meaning constructor, which serves both to introduce the relevant meaning for the light verb, and to reorder the glue terms in such a way as to produce the correct associations between grammatical functions and semantic roles. That is, the lexical entry for 'let' given in (25) can be simplified by composing the two glue terms into one:
According to the present proposal, the meaning constructor introduced by the light verb in the lexicon serves to control and constrain what is traditionally understood as 'argument fusion', in a rather more formally explicit way than is found in any other LFG literature. To summarize, the 'argument structure' associations between grammatical functions and s-structure arg x features, as specified in the lexical entries of lexical verbs by f-descriptions such as (↑ subj) σ = (↑ σ arg 1 ), are not altered in any way by the light verb, because once they have been specified it is impossible to change them. But what the light verb can do is introduce new arguments, and new 'argument structure' associations between grammatical functions and s-structures features, and, crucially, it can reassociate the grammatical function -s-structure feature pairs with different semantic arguments in the meaning representation, which suffices to account for the usually rather mysterious process of 'argument fusion'.
The present proposal differs very clearly from the standard linking/XLE accounts, not only in its integration of a semantic representation, but also in its assumptions regarding the contribution of the light verb. Under the present proposal, the light verb does not introduce a new subj argument, and does not cause the subj of the embedded predicate to be demoted to obj θ , as in linking/XLE approaches.
24
24 According to the presentation in this section, the light verb does specify the existence of a SUBJ argument via the equation (↑ SUBJ) σ = (↑ σ ARG 1 ) in the lexical entry, but as mentioned this is not a new contribution since it is already specified by the lexical verb. At least for the examples discussed in this paper, the fact that it is already specified by the lexical verb means that it is superfluous in the lexical entry for the light verb. It could perhaps, therefore, be removed, but I leave it in since there may potentially be contexts in which its presence is necessary.
Rather, it introduces a new obj θ argument (=arg 3 ), and then associates that obj θ with the embedded agent.
25
At the same time it co-opts the subj argument introduced by the lexical verb, and associates it with the new semantic role that its meaning introduces (i.e. in the example under discussion, the 'permitter').
26
An empirically important difference between the present proposal and approaches that make use of the restriction operator is that under the present proposal the 'subject' of the embedded predicate, i.e. the permittee of permissive 'let' or the causee of a causative predicate, is not in fact a subject at any level of representation. This aligns with the Romance evidence discussed by Alsina (1996, 213-217) and Andrews (2007) , where it is very clear that causees of causative complex predicates are not subjects, since only subjects can launch floating quantifiers, while causees are unable to do this. In a restriction-based approach the 'subject' of the embedded verb is still a subject at f-structure, merely not in the 'full' f-structure for the clause, so this constraint does not fall out so naturally. 25 Or, more precisely, it associates it with the semantic role that is associated with SUBJ in the meaning constructor of the lexical verb, since this need not be an agent, of course.
26 A more subtle difference between the present proposal and the linking approach, at least, is that the present proposal depends on the combinatory possibilities being stipulated in the lexical entries of the light verbs. For example, the additional argument introduced by 'let' in (29) is necessarily an OBJ θ , such that this is the only possible grammatical function for the subject of the embedded predicate. As pointed out by an anonymous reviewer, in some respects the lack of formalization, and the resulting lack of constraints on argument fusion, in the linking approach could be considered advantageous; for example, Alsina and Joshi (1991) utilise the potential for variability in linking to account for differential case marking phenomena. In principle, of course, a fully formalized account with the same empirical coverage is to be preferred, and it does not seem in principle problematic to introduce optionality into the lexical entries of light verbs where necessary to simulate the variability that the linking approach affords. Further investigation is required to determine precisely what degree of freedom in linking is desired, and how well this could be formalized in the present approach. In this regard, a reviewer suggests that it may prove beneficial to introduce a more complex event structure representation into the semantics, e.g. as proposed by Butt and Ramchand (2005) .
[ 435 ]
The proposal made here works just as well under a more traditional approach to verbal meaning constructors, i.e. that exemplified in (22). Under such an approach, the lexical entry for de 'let' would be:
The meaning constructor in (30) introduces a new entity variable on the meaning side, representing the permitter, and by the order of the glue terms on the glue side this variable is associated with the semantic structure (↑ subj) σ . The variable that was associated with (↑ subj) σ by the embedded predication becomes associated with (↑ obj θ ) σ . Note also that it would be trivial to rework this proposal within the 'First Order' glue of Kokkonidis (2008) , or the propositional glue of Andrews (2010) .
extending the analysis
In this section, I show that the present proposal works unproblematically for the most complicated complex predicates treated in the linking/XLE literature, and in addition that it is able even to go beyond these approaches in dealing easily with phenomena that they cannot capture. I also discuss one formal drawback of the present proposal, which however does not affect the account of argument fusion and does not make the analysis any less adequate than the standard LFG analyses of other much less problematic phenomena.
To begin with, the present proposal has no difficulty in dealing with recursively embedded complex predicates, as found e.g. in Urdu. Butt et al. (2010) provide the following example of a nominal predicate quadruply embedded in a complex predicate, with the 'linking' style argument structure shown in (32); this is the most complex complex predicate I am aware of having been treated in the literature. 27 Following Butt (2014), I make a minor change to the ±O/R features in (32) compared with those assumed by Butt et al. (2010 The core element of this verb form is a Noun-Verb complex predicate consisting of the predicate noun pinc 'pinch', and the light verb kar 'do'. This is embedded under a causative predicate, which is realized morphologically on the light verb kar (but which has scope over the whole Noun-Verb predicate). This is further embedded under the 'completive' aspectual light verb le (the lexical meaning of which is 'take'). Finally, this four-part predicate is embedded under the permissive light verb de 'let', which we saw in (2). I assume the following lexical entries for the verb forms and morphemes involved, with the permissive unchanged from (29).
It is not particularly important for the present purposes precisely how one divides the meaning of the Noun-Verb complex predicate 'do a pinch' between the N and the V, i.e. between (33) and (34). The analysis assumed here associates the whole meaning of the Noun-Verb complex with the noun, which corresponds most closely with what Butt et al. (2010) assume in their linking-based presentation. The XLE analysis would be somewhat different, however, with 'pinch' introducing only an object(/patient) argument, and the subject(/agent) argument being introduced only by the light verb kar 'do'. λx.λe.cause(x, y, P( y, e) ) : λx.λe.let(x, y, P( y, e) ) :
Essentially, the causative predicate associates arg 4 with the agent of the pinching, and reassociates arg 1 with the causer. The permissive reassociates the causer with arg 3 , and arg 1 with the permitter. Composing all the relevant meanings together will produce the meaning constructor in (38); the glue proof for this derivation is shown in Figure 1 on p. 454.
(38) λz.λ y.λx.λw.λe.let(w, x, completely(cause(x, y, (pinch(e 
The s-structure feature arg 1 is linked to subj, meaning that the subj is understood as the permitter; arg 2 is linked to obj, meaning that obj is understood as the patient of the pinching event; arg 3 is linked to obj θ , meaning that obj θ is understood as the causer of the pinching event; arg 4 is linked to obl θ , meaning that obl θ is understood as the agent of the pinching event. So, the f-structure for (31) will be as in (39) which, in association with the meaning constructor in (38), will result in the correct interpretation.
The present proposal is thus able to deal with even very complex complex predicates; there is no reason why it should not be able to deal with essentially the same range of phenomena that can be dealt with under the linking and XLE approaches. There is, however, one respect in which the present proposal may be at a disadvantage relative to the traditional approaches, and which is relevant to the analysis of (31). The monoclausality assumed for the f-structure in §3 has one unfortunate consequence: there are no necessary constraints on the order of composition of predicates. That is, while the desired meaning (in (38)) can be correctly derived from the premises (as shown in Figure 1) , it is also possible to derive a number of incorrect interpretations, by applying the light verbs' meaning constructors in different orders. Essentially, this is a problem of scope. The advantage of the multiclausal analysis obtained by using the restriction operator is that the order of embedding of the predicates can be constrained. The XLE analysis of Urdu complex predicates implies that the order of embedding must reflect the tree structure (though at least with unembedded complex predicates, there is no necessary subordination of the ma- [ 439 ] trix verb under the light verb, or vice versa, in c-structure terms). The same is true of Romance complex predicates, as discussed by Alsina (1997) and e.g. Andrews (2007) . That is, for example, each recursively embedded complex predicate will form a subconstituent of the larger verbal constituent. Under the linking/XLE approaches, this will result in an f-structure semantic form that shows the correct embedding. Under the present proposal there is no embedding in semantic forms, and there is no immediately available means of enforcing the correct order of embedding in the semantics. However, there are two main reasons why this apparent disadvantage of the present approach is not fatal.
To begin with, although the linking/XLE approaches are capable of obtaining the correct order of embedding in the f-structure semantic form, it is not at all obvious that they could easily achieve the same in a glue-based semantic representation, if they were augmented with such. That is, the problem with the present proposal is no more a problem than it is for the traditional accounts, if only the semantics is considered (and part of the present proposal is that only the semantics is relevant, since there is no predicate composition in f-structure). Any proposal that assumes a monoclausal f-structure (such as Butt 1995 and Alsina 1996) would be unable to account for the order of composition in glue. A restriction-based account seems less problematic, because there are distinct f-structures for each level of embedding, but restriction leaves these distinct f-structures essentially dissociated. This means that there would be no easy way for the meaning constructor of the light verb to refer to the (s-structure projected from the) f-structure associated with the predicate embedded under it.
29
The only way to constrain the glue composition effectively by reference to f-structure is to assume an embedded f-structural representation, as proposed by Andrews and Manning (1999) and as exemplified in (14). However, no standard LFG analysis assumes this, and as discussed above it rather undermines the basic intuition of monoclausality.
Secondly, the difficulty with constraining semantic scope when the f-structure is flat is not unique to complex predicates. As discussed 29 So it is not clear that a restriction-based account is even compatible with a glue-based semantic analysis. The problem may possibly be resolvable if the f-descriptions in the c-structure specified that the s-structures projected from the dissociated f-structures be embedded one inside the other, but the details of this remain to be explored.
[ 440 ] e.g. by Andrews and Manning (1999) , it is a long-term problem in the analysis of recursive modification. Recursive modification involving one or more intensional adjectives must be interpreted semantically with respect to the linear / hierarchical order, e.g.:
(40) a. The former trustworthy chairman.
b. The trustworthy former chairman.
In LFG, the adjunct set in which such modifiers appear at f-structure is flat, such that there is no way for the interpretative constraint to be enforced in the semantics. This is already a problem for LFG, then, and whatever solution may be proposed can be easily extended to the analysis of complex predicates, such that this should not be considered a fatal flaw of the present proposal.
30
This difficulty aside, there is one important respect in which the present proposal is descriptively superior to the linking and XLE approaches. Butt et al. (2010) note that the obl θ in sentences like (31) is optional, and should perhaps be treated as an adjunct, but that this is not done in their linking analysis because "argument suppression with respect to argument merger as part of complex predication is not predicted within Linking Theory." That is, the linking approach to complex predicates has no way to deal with the optionality of arguments. This is also impossible within XLE, since there is no way to remove an argument from the subcategorization list of a predicate.
30 Besides the proposal of Andrews and Manning (1999) , another proposed solution is under development by Andrews (2015) . Both of these involve rather severe changes to the traditional LFG view of f-structure. Note that neither fprecedence, nor the notion of linear precedence discussed by Asudeh (2009) , can handle the complex predicate data, since the crucial relation is c-structure hierarchy, and not necessarily linearity. In XLE, surface scope and surface adjunct scope can be captured at f-structure using the notations <s / >s and ∈<h<s / ∈<h>s respectively, but it is not immediately obvious how this information could be utilized formally to constrain a glue derivation. Perhaps the simplest alternative is simply to state a constraint to the effect that semantic composition should mirror the c-structure, equivalent to the constraint placed on predicate composition by Alsina (1997, 237-238) , though it must be admitted that such a solution is rather informal, and not easily formalized.
[ 441 ] Under the present proposal, optionality of arguments would be unproblematic. Butt et al. (2010) suggest a possible adjunct analysis for the optional element, presumably because this is the default interpretation for an optional phrase. However, work by Needham and Toivonen (2011 ), Christie (2013 show that the argument-adjunct distinction is not absolute, and that optionality may also be a feature of some arguments. At least for the present purposes, given that the standard approaches to complex predicates in LFG assume that the element in question is an argument, an analysis as an optional argument seems preferable to an analysis as an adjunct. Asudeh and Giorgolo (2012) and Asudeh et al. (2014) formalize a semantics-based account of optional arguments of simplex predicates, and this can easily be transferred to the present analysis. Specifically, the optional argument is the causee of the (morphological) cause predicate. Cf. the following example, based on the relevant portion of the complex predicate in (31). Instead of the lexical contribution in (35) for the causative element, we can assume the contribution in (42). I slightly update Asudeh and Giorgolo's representations based on Findlay (2014) and Asudeh et al. (2014) , but treat the variability in grammatical function assignment as already resolved, since it is not relevant to the point at hand and would only complicate the discussion.
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31 That is, in the first line of (42) 
= }, and make the equivalent simplification in the second line. Since processes such as passivization, etc., are not at issue here, the option of either SUBJ or OBL θ in the first line will necessarily resolve to SUBJ, and the same option in the second line will necessarily resolve to OBL θ , in accordance with Kibort's (2007) Mapping Principle, so it is simpler here to ignore the optionality. λx.λe.cause(x, y, P( y, e) 
The f-descriptions in the first two lines of the lexical entry introduce the two arguments of the cause predicate. The first line states that either there will be an f-structure subj which projects to the semantic structure arg 1 , or else there is nothing in the f-structure which projects to arg 1 . Likewise, the second line states that either there will be an f-structure obl θ which projects to the semantic structure arg 4 , or else there is nothing in the f-structure which projects to arg 4 . In the present context there is nothing to license the absence of a subj from the f-structure. However, the rest of the lexical entry does license the absence of the obl θ argument from the f-structure. The first meaning constructor is unchanged from (35): it introduces a new entity variable, the 'causer', and rearranges the associations between s-structure arg x features and variables, such that arg 1 will be associated with the causer and arg 4 with the causee.
The crucial element is the second meaning constructor in (42). This optional meaning constructor existentially quantifies the variable associated with arg 4 . If, then, the obl θ argument is absent from the f-structure, i.e. if no causee is explicitly realized in the syntax, this meaning constructor can apply to quantify the variable that would otherwise be left hanging. If the causee is explicitly realized in the syntax, appearing as obl θ at f-structure, then this will serve to quantify the variable associated with arg 4 , and the optional meaning constructor in (42) will not be required. That is, there are two possible f-structures for the example in (41), depending on whether or not the causee is omitted:
Assuming the simplified noun meanings in (45), and assuming the simplified 'finiteness' meaning constructor in (46) to quantify the event variable, the resulting meaning constructors for (43) and (44) will be as in (47) and (48) respectively. The glue proofs for these derivations appear in Figures 2 and 3 respectively, on pp. 455 and 456.
In this way, the present proposal for dealing with complex predicates can easily handle the optionality of arguments, in a way that neither the linking approach nor the XLE approach can.
comparison with previous glue approaches
There exist a few previous treatments of complex predicate formation within LFG that make significant reference to semantics, though there are none within the current standard 'new' glue approach, and none that have been widely adopted. In this section, I briefly discuss each approach, and provide comparisons with my own proposals. The earliest proposal was made by Kaplan and Wedekind (1993) . They do not explicitly make use of glue, but Dalrymple et al. (1993a) briefly illustrate how their proposal would be represented in glue. As mentioned in §2, Kaplan and Wedekind (1993) introduced the restriction operator into LFG, and into the analysis of complex predicates. [ 444 ] They assume that the lexical entry of a verb like Urdu likh 'write' contains the following default specifications:
Difference of notation aside, this is identical to the third and fourth lines of (23). Kaplan and Wedekind (1993) further assume that a lexical redundancy rule exists that can systematically modify these specifications for any ordinary verb, such that they become:
As described by Dalrymple et al. (1993a, 16) , this means that the meaning for likh 'write' will be as in (51) (using the original glue notation). This will combine with the meaning for the permissive light verb, de 'let', which is shown in (52). The 'new glue' (Dalrymple et al. 1999 ) versions of (51) and (52) are shown in (53) and (54) respectively.
where X is the meaning of the obj2, and Y is the meaning of the obj.
where X is the meaning of the subj, and Y is the meaning of
As discussed in §2, it may be preferable to avoid the use of the restriction operator in any case, but this is particularly true when one starts using it to refer to semantic structures projected from f-structures. But the most serious problem with the proposal of Kaplan and Wedekind (1993) , which was noted by e.g. Dalrymple et al. (1993a) , Butt (1994) , Andrews and Manning (1999) , and Butt et al. (2003) , is that it assumes a fundamentally lexical approach to complex predicate formation and argument fusion. Specifically, the operation that serves to reassign the arg 1 of 'write' to obj2 (=obj θ ) [ 445 ] applies in the lexicon. As pointed out by Dalrymple et al. (1993a, 16) , Kaplan and Wedekind's proposal predicts that any ordinary lexical verb can combine with only a finite number of light verbs, and entails a considerable amount of lexical duplication: there must exist separate lexical entries for a verb that combines with one light verb, with two light verbs, etc., and for light verbs that appear as the only light verb in a sentence, or with one other light verb in the sentence, etc. To the extent that Kaplan and Wedekind's semantic proposals can be converted to apply within the framework of Butt et al. (2003) , who show that the restriction operator can be used to permit predicate composition in the syntax, they would unavoidably be affected by the problems with the linking and (especially) XLE approaches described in §2.
An alternative proposal is made by Dalrymple et al. (1993a) , followed by Zaenen and Dalrymple (1995, 1996) . Their proposals are formalized in the original glue representation.
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Their proposal is that the links, or mapping, between the syntactic arguments and semantic roles of verbs are not defined in the lexical entries of those verbs, but are derived from independent 'mapping rules', which are universally available in the analysis of any clause. For example, they propose the following mapping rule (p. 8), which can apply to any clause containing a simple transitive verb selecting for an agent and a theme argument:
They explain this rule as follows:
This rule associates subjects with agents, and objects with themes. It states that for all f-structures f , if the subj of f is X and the obj of f is Y , we can conclude that X is the f-structure's pred's agent, and Y is the f-structure's pred's theme. (p. 8) 32 The original glue representation was introduced by Dalrymple et al. (1993b) ; Dalrymple et al. (1996) replaced this with a formally simpler system, the first to gain wide currency; the current 'new' glue representation was introduced by Dalrymple et al. (1999) . [ 446 ] When it comes to complex predicates, there is no alteration or manipulation of the mappings between grammatical functions and semantic roles (since these are not defined in the lexicon). A lexical verb introduces one or more grammatical functions and one or more semantic roles, and a light verb can also introduce a grammatical function and a semantic role. Then the correct mapping rule is selected that can match up all the pairs in the clausal f-structure, both those introduced by the lexical verb and those introduced by the light verb. For example, Dalrymple et al. propose the following mapping rule for a sentence with a permissive light verb and a lexical verb with agent and theme:
It is not possible to directly convert this proposal into the 'new' glue representation, because the mapping rules proposed mix the meaning language and linear implication in a way that is no longer possible. However, the spirit of the proposal can be implemented. Authors such as Asudeh et al. (2008 ), Haug (2008 and Lowe (2015) assume that the meaning of verbs can be broken down into a basic verbal meaning and a semantic role or argument structure template. So, for the Urdu verb likh 'write', in place of the lexical entry with a single meaning constructor (23), we can assume a lexical entry such as the following:
The advantage of this is that it raises the possibility of generalizing over both the syntactic and semantic aspects of argument structure patterns using templates (Dalrymple et al. 2004; Asudeh et al. 2008, [ 447 ] 2013). For the present purposes, however, the relevant point is that the second meaning constructor in (57) contains the associations between semantic roles and grammatical functions (via s-structure features), which is the component of sentential meaning that Dalrymple et al. (1993a) propose is not a part of lexical entries, but universally available. So, if we were to convert Dalrymple et al.' s proposal into a format that conforms with the proposals of Asudeh and Giorgolo (2012) in 'new' glue, we would require the following lexical entry for likh 'write':
This requires that the verb appear in an f-structure with a subj and an obj, and also requires that the subj and the obj project sstructures arg 1 and arg 2 respectively. But it makes no statement about how those grammatical functions, or those s-structure features, relate to the semantically entailed participants of the event of writing. This proposal would then require that the meaning constructor in (59) be universally available in the analysis of any sentence, and that in the analysis of a sentence containing the verb 'write' it be used to provide the appropriate semantic relations for the verb based on the arg x features specified in the verb's lexical entry.
The universally available meaning constructor that would be required in the case of a complex predicate such as that in (2) would be as follows (i.e. in place of (56) [ (59) replaces (55) in the original formulation.
[ 448 ]
The meaning constructor in the lexical entry of the permissive light verb de 'let' would then be:
This is slightly different from the original proposal of Dalrymple et al. (1993a) , since for them verbs do contain specification of their thematic roles in the lexicon, and it is merely the links between those roles and grammatical functions that are specified by the mapping rules. In new glue these cannot be separated without entirely losing the link between semantic role and grammatical function. A full separation would be possible within the proposals of Lowe (2014) , where the use of complex typed structures permits meaning constructors to be effectively partitioned in two, but the resulting analysis for complex predicates would be further from Dalrymple et al.' s original proposals than the suggestion just made. So, in Lowe's (2014) model, the meaning constructor for a verb like 'write' would be as in (62), while the meaning constructor that would be removed from the lexicon and made universally available would be that in (63). (62) 
Whether in its original form, or in one way or another converted to new glue, perhaps the main disadvantage of Dalrymple et al.'s (1993a) proposal is that it requires a potentially large inventory of universally available meaning constructors to function as mapping tools, all of which are available in any one derivation.
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So the first mapping rule discussed above (55) associates subjects with agents and objects with themes, but there must also be different meaning constructors for every potential combination of grammatical functions and thematic roles, including for complex predicates, and in principle all are available for any sentence (though only the correct one will work, of course).
The mapping rules that Dalrymple et al. (1993a, 18) propose are of a rather different nature from other meaning constructors: "Map-ping rules exist separate from the collections of formulas that contain meanings of sentences." That is, it would be necessary to assume something additional in the grammar, alongside the standardly assumed structures and projections, specifically in order to deal with complex predicates. In fact, the ability to generalize mapping possibilities across verbs is readily available by making use of templates to encode generalizations across lexical entries, as shown by Asudeh and Giorgolo (2012) and Asudeh et al. (2014) .
A further problematic aspect of Dalrymple et al.' s proposal is that, at least in the original formulation, these mapping rules necessarily make use of the 'of course' operator !, since each one can be used zero or more times in any derivation. Asudeh and Crouch (2002, 28) and Asudeh (2012, 101) argue that ! can and should be kept out of the linear logic fragment used in glue, in order to protect the resource sensitivity of glue semantics. Whatever the formulation, it remains the case that the mapping rules or meaning constructors concerned must be allowed to apply as many times as necessary in any derivation, weakening the resource sensitivity of the semantic model.
Having said all that, the proposal of Dalrymple et al. (1993a) does appear to work: it is a fully formalized semantically integrated account of complex predicate formation that does not rely on manipulable pred features and predicate composition in the f-structure, and that does not depend on a nebulous concept of argument fusion. These features are precisely what the present proposal aspires to.
Another early proposal for a semantic analysis of complex predicates was made by Andrews and Manning (1999, 119-128) . Their proposal depends on a somewhat non-standard syntactic analysis of complex predicates, and the approach in general has not been widely adopted, even by the authors themselves; I will not therefore discuss the proposals of Andrews and Manning (1999, 119-128) here, but focus on the more recent proposal of Andrews (2007) . Andrews ' (2007) proposal for a semantic analysis of complex predication is in some respects the most similar existing account to the present proposal, but it is formalized in a non-standard approach to glue, and to the LFG projection architecture, developed by Andrews (2010) . Like Dalrymple et al. (1993a) and the present proposal, Andrews (2007) is concerned with the question of argument fusion, and proposes the following meaning constructor for a causative light verb predicate: [ 450 ] (64) λP.λ y.λx. Cause(x, y, P( y) 
where (↑ subj) e and ↑ p correspond to (↑ subj) σ and ↑ σ respectively in the more standard approach to the LFG architecture assumed here.
(↑ ?obj) e is essentially a place-holder for a more sophisticated statement governing grammatical function alternations, since in the Romance phenomena that Andrews addresses, the causee may surface as either a dative case obj θ or an accusative case obj, depending on whether the embedded predicate is transitive or intransitive, respectively.
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Andrews (2007) does suggest how a more sophisticated statement might be formulated, but the presentation is brief and the proposal is not explained or exemplified in full. Altogether, the proposal is hard to assess for this reason; it seems to be heading in a similar direction to the present proposal, but the presentation is elliptical and, as stated, it is formalized in a non-standard approach to semantics in LFG.
The most recent proposal regarding complex predicates in LFG is made by Homola and Coler (2013) . This proposal is in certain respects reminiscent of that of Dalrymple et al. (1993a) , but it is formally rather different. Homola and Coler (2013) propose a radically new approach to the syntax-semantics interface in LFG, the details of which are beyond the scope of the present discussion. They deal firstly with the question of predicate composition, proposing a means of permitting predicate composition in the f-structure without having to make use of the restriction operator. Their proposal in this respect is essentially parallel to Dalrymple et al.'s (1993a) proposal, but focused on the f-structure rather than semantics. They propose to use equational unification, a concept from logical programming, to model predicate composition in f-structure. A set of 'equational theories' E i constitute a separate subcomponent of the grammar. Homola and Coler propose the semantic forms in (65), and the equational theory in (66), to model the predicate fusion of a causative predicate with an intransitive verb:
(65) a. cause〈 (↑ subj), f〈 (↑ obj)〉〉 b. laugh〈 (↑ subj)〉 35 In the present model, this alternation should fall out unproblematically with the addition of the Findlay-Asudeh et al. (2014) argument structure proposals, depending on precisely how the Mapping Principle is formulated. over fifteen years. If in no other respect, then, the present proposal advances on previous proposals simply because it is formulated within the standard approach to LFG+glue, and therefore its potential for wider adoption is correspondingly greater. 6 conclusion In this paper, I have proposed a new, semantically integrated account of complex predicate formation within LFG+glue. I have shown that the proposed approach to complex predicates can deal with all the data that the standard linking/XLE approaches can deal with, even recursive complex predicate structures. Moreover, the proposed approach improves upon the standard linking/XLE approaches because it is fully formalized (in contrast to the linking approach, at least), does not involve mysterious processes of 'predicate composition' and 'argument fusion', does not require the use of construction-specific mechanisms (such as the restriction operator, manipulable preds, etc.), and properly integrates glue semantics. Previous accounts of complex predicates in LFG that integrate semantics either suffer from certain problems, or are not fully developed, but the present proposal is fully formalized within recent approaches to argument structure in LFG+glue, shares none of the problems affecting previous proposals, and involves no construction-specific additions to the formal model.
The one apparent weakness of the proposal, relating to the scope of multiple light verbs in a doubly (or more) embedded complex predicate, is not a weakness on the semantic side but relates to the syntax, and its solution is not specific to the analysis of complex predication, since the problem already affects the analysis of other, considerably more basic, phenomena (like recursive modification). This weakness aside, the present proposal also has the potential to go beyond both the linking and XLE approaches to complex predication in its ability to deal with optionality of arguments. As the only proposal for a semantically integrated account of complex predicates within the current standard approach to LFG+glue and the current standard LFG architecture, its potential for dealing with a wider range of complex predicate phenomena, including phenomena that are problematic for earlier approaches, is a worthy subject for future research. ∧patient(e, y) : λx.λe.pinch(e) ∧ agent (e, x) λP.λ y.λx.λe.cause (x, y, P( y, e) ) :
∧patient(e, y) : λx.λe.cause(x, y, (pinch(e) λP. λx.λe.completely(P(x, e) ) :
∧agent(e, y) ∧ patient(e, z))) : λ y.λx.λe.let(x, y, P( y, e) λx.λw.λe.let(w, x, completely(cause(x, y, (pinch(e) ∧ agent(e, y) ∧ patient(e, z))))) : ∧patient(e, y) : λx.λe.pinch(e) ∧ agent (e, x) λP.λ y.λx.λe.cause (x, y, P( y, e) ) :
∧patient(e, y) : λx.λe.cause(x, y, (pinch(e) ∧agent(e, y) ∧ patient(e, z))) : ∧patient(e, y) : λx.λe.pinch(e) ∧ agent (e, x) λP.λ y.λx.λe.cause (x, y, P( y, e) ) :
∧patient(e, y) : λx.λe.cause(x, y, (pinch(e) ∧agent(e, y) ∧ patient(e, z))) : λx.λe.cause(x, y, (pinch(e) 
λP.∃x.P(x) :
∧agent(e, y) ∧ patient(e, elephant))) : (48) [ 456 ]
